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‘With that  attitude of natural superiority peculiar to  those devoted  to the  earlier

centun'es  of English  literature’,' language students enjoy collecting the blunders of

historians and editors who have found  themselves  ill-at-ease with the English of
their chosen. period (which is not to say they make  none of  their  own!).
Notoriously, Dr. A. L. Rowse misread  braue  (‘bravc’z  smartly dressed) as  braun

(‘brown’ supposedly) and was convinced  that  he had discovered the identity of
Shakespeare’s  ‘dark lady’. Writers who shall be  anonymous  have variously

insisted  that  a  dish of ‘pig endoré’ (pig adorned with gilding) must  read  ‘pig in.
doe’ and mean  a  deer  stuffed  with  a  whole  pig; have thought that  the  bolles  (bowls)
that  often feature in wills mean either  ‘bells’ or  ‘bulls’; have  thought that  a  horse
‘mourned till he had set  ship’ (read  ‘fellowship’:  companions); and reported
Bishop Langton as writing ‘The  king of  Scots  has  sent  a courteous and  a  wise letter
to [Richard III] for his case (read “peace") but Itrust  [the Scots] shall  have a  ‘

sessions (read  “sit-up”) before  the  king leaves York  . l.  They lie  still  at the siege of
Dunbar but  I  trust to God it shall be  kept  from  shame  (read “them”).’ It’s  well

known  that  the  first  editor of the  York  House  Books  mistakenly had Richard

reigning ‘lawfully’ instead of ‘mercifully’ over the city.

On another Ricardian  theme, two mistranslations led commentators to  impute

ignorance of basic  astrology to John  Rous  and his contemporaries. In the first
place, Rous was misunderstood to say that Richard  had Scorpio as his sun-sign.2 So

perhaps  people thought  of all October as  falling under Scorpio?  Besides, although
Richard  was born on  2  October, he might be regarded as 21 Scorpio  because (a
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misread sentence in) a French  text  says that  ‘Scorpio began to replace Libra on 5

October'.’ Henry VIII has been accused of arrogance even in the grave because his

will  ‘requires’ (i.e. requests) prayers for his soul. But people readily become fixed
on modern  usage.  One can only reiterate  that ‘had’ is  what  one might call  a
subjunctive of accusation or  past possibility, otherwise  ‘past  unreality" in ‘certaine
personnes of such as of late had taken  upon thaym  the fact of an entreprinse’ in

July 1483. Plainly they had been seized before  they put their (alleged?) plans of

criminal action into effect.5
Sometimes histon'ans have no  sense of incongruity. One apparently imagined

that  the late-medieval English routinely imported ‘golden  gods’ (they were rather
gauds, paternoster beads for a rosary).  A  self-declared expert on the  Pastons’
English had Margaret Paston recommending mint-water as a drink to make  a

sufferer  ‘rupture’ (browke, ‘brook’:  digest his food).  A  sentence in an English
schoolboys’ French  textbook, written in 1415, has  been  translated as ‘Bring us

some roasted  potatoes  and  some  toasted bread’.6 And when some of young

Katherine  Rich’s  companions  took  advantage of her simplicity and led her to look
for her  betrothed, Thomas Betson, ‘in a wrong Calajs’, it has now been suggested

that the word Calais (spelt  Cales) meant a merchant’s scales. Searching for  a

person in some scales?
When professional historians and  old-fashioned  editors have had  such

difficulties with the language, handwriting and spelling of the fifteenth century, it
is no wonder that the general reader is put off printed  texts  that reproduce the

peculiarities of their original manuscn‘pts, complete with  thorn  for th (I  shall  here
modernise spelling whenever possible). It is particularly sad that the Stonor letters

will remain closed to all but the most determined of non-specialist readers,

because, as Dr Christine Carpenter indicates in her introduction to the recent re-

issue, they contain  many riches.7 In especial, like other surviving private
correspondence, the Stonor letters offer invaluable glimpses of the life of the time

and some of the people who lived it. We badly need such intimate personal letters
from the likes of Richard III, the duke of Buckingham and the  ‘cat, the rat and the

dog’ — self-revelatory epistles like  those  scribbled in exile by Edmund de la Pole

in the early 15005 — if we are to do more  than  speculate about character,

personality and motive. Thus private letters give some inkling of Sir William

Stonor’s personality. Sir William was one of  those  attainted after the Buckingham

rising. He had been knighted at the celebrations when Richard, younger son of

Edward IV, was created duke of York in January 1478, and was made a knight

banneret after Henry VII’s victory at  Stoke  in  1487.  His friends and relations seem
to have seen him as  a  weak man, always in need of good advice. Personal influence

more than political ideology prbbably led him to ignore  Lovel’s  summons to arms
in October 1483. He may instead have joined his friend and patron the marquis of
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Dorset in Brittany.“
Charles Lethbridge Kingsford’s edition of Stonor letters and papers was first

issued in  1919  by the  Royal  Historical  Society in its  Camden  Series (Third Series,
nos 29 and 30). Some supplementary material formed part ,of  Camden  Miscellany
13. (Camden Third Series no.  34),  in 1924.9 Alas, in  1996  when Cambridge

University Press reissued Kingsford’s  text,  it signally rejected  the chance to offer a

version more attractive to the  common  reader  and more useful to students. For the

latter, thorough  textual  revision was badly needed. Without at all belittling

Kingsford’s achievements in making this  great  mass of material first known, the
fact remains that his work was done over seventy years  ago,  at  a time  when
standards fell well below the benchmark to be set by Norman Davis’s  edition  of the

Paston letters and papers in the early 19705.  Very possibly the actual copying from
the manuscripts was not done by Kingsford  himself,  but by paid assistants. If so.
Kingsford trusted too much to their expertise. Dr Carpenter in turn has put
unjustified reliance on Kingsford’s.

Neither Kingsford nor Dr Carpenter was sufficiently alert to blunders in
transcription. Neither questioned, for instance, ‘comnante’ (twice in no. 165) for

‘couinante’ (covenant), or the  ‘Sympson int’ of no. 223 (Sinxon  mart, the annual

Whitsun mart at Antwerp).  Nor, despite  Kingsford’s misgivings, did either check

whether Jane  Stonor  really termed her husband ‘my brother’. She  didn’t:  the word
in the address to no. 106 is not ‘b_rodyr’ but ‘mayster’. Kingsford’s punctuation
sometimes suggests that he made little sense of the  text:  in no. 204 he printed  ‘the
wool hoys depart, as tomorrow is, for as  I  understand’, where the  meaning is
clearly ‘the  wool hoys depan as tomorrow, as far as I understand’. Punctuation

partly disguises one bad misreading in no.  120:  an unhappy daughter had  been
placed  where the  queen (Elizabeth  Woodville?) had insisted that  she go, ‘what  time

that  ye came first fro mine; albeit mine husband and I would have had [you .  .  .]’.
The word is not  ‘albeit’ but ‘awnt’. (So who was ‘my aunt’ who had formerly acted
as hostess?)

A  long-ago sampling of  a  mere handful of  these  letters on microfilm is enough
to show that Dr Carpenter was rash to put  faith  in the accuracy of Kingsford (or his

putative copyists?). Kingsford himself, in  1923,  noted that when in no. 91 he had
printed  ‘wytyng’ (by then a northern and  poetic  word meaning ‘perishing;

vanishing’) the manuscript has  ‘depar[e]tyng’ (of not  and).  He did not  notice that
his  equally unlikely ‘by [d]ayrove’ (before  dawn) in the  same  letter is really ‘by

apreve’: Thomas Stonor  says  that  his mother had died on Saturday before morning
and his step-father had gone to God ‘on Monday, by attestation’.'° And in ‘I saw

(?) yow a  letter’ read (as one would expect) ‘sende’ (sent). One  suspects that

‘Whytebred’ in no. 167 may be W. Lytebred and that the  alleged  bushels of  ‘sak’
in no. 345 really contained salt. In the doctor’s prescription in no. 271  ‘cicomorum’
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is  more  likely ‘chicory’ than Kingsford’s ‘wild  figs’.
Perhaps  only the  most  hide-bound palaeographer should  object  to the hundreds

of minor errors in transcription, such as  ‘you’ for  ‘yow’, ‘wher’ for ‘where',

‘Harre’ for  ‘Harry’ (all in no. 355)." The historian of language might want to
know, however, whether this writer used the plural  ‘require’ or in  fact  put
‘requireth’, and in the same letter it does  make a  difference  that  Kingsford and the
1996  version gave ‘servaunt' for ‘tenauntt’, ‘dewly’ for ‘verily’, ‘a  tenaunt  of
myne of Henle’ when the reading is possibly ‘of  hauld’ (‘an  old tenant of  mine’),
and ‘he  most  ryde with his moder to  Sotwell’ when the manuscript has ‘your

moder’, i.e.  William  Stonor’s. On the basis of  this  tiny sample, one is inclined to'
quote Richard  Cely junior, ‘What is more, God  know’.  How much of the
transcription is ever trustworthy?

On the other  hand, Dr Carpenter's own doubts  were often  unnecessary. There

was no need to postulate  that  the writer of no. 65 meant to  write  ‘could’ for  ‘kepte'
in ‘we kepte not sends the  dede’:  ‘we kept the deed, not sent  it’.  Send(e) is the

commonest form of the  past  tense. The  ‘demys’ that  worried her in no 315 (see
note 65, (p.  511))" are dimes i.e. tithes, with  a  variant spelling offered  as an  entry

in the  Oxford English Dictionary.  In no. 297 reference to the  0.E.D.  would  have
shown  that ‘easily’ in  ‘but  esely purveyed’ meant ‘poorly; indifferently' and was

used by Sir John Paston in  that  sense. Similarly in no. 318 the passage in

Kingsford’s transcription makes perfectly good  sense: Lord  Lovel  says that  a  war
against Scotland is expected and if he now  moved  south ‘it would be said  that I

withdrew me for the  said  war’.  ‘For’ here means ‘on account of’: compare no. 151
‘I  hope  to see my sister .  .  .  if I may for the Fleet  .  .  .  but sore  I fear  lest ye shall

find me in the Fleet [prison] when ye  come’. A  reference to a  ‘solemn feast’ in no.
195  apparently put funerals in mind, although  the writer, ‘your scholar  Edmund’,

was asking for money for what was evidently his formal graduation dinner.  A
‘bokyn  tub’ in no. 352 is not  a  ‘?buckram  tub’ but  a  ‘bucking tub', a  tub for
bleaching or  soaking cloth. (0.E.D. s. v.  Buck  v.  1  and Bucking vbl sb. 1). In no.

217 there are two or three damaged words where Thomas  Betson  apparently

explained how he would act like the proverbial blind horse ‘Bayard’ if forced to
shop for his bride’s clothing unaided. Dr Carpenter proposed to read  ‘that  is to say

I  ?[wote] men what. And therfore  .  .  .’. This  makes  no sense and ‘I  wote  men’ does

not fit the characters still panly visible. For ‘I’ certainly read  ‘be’.

The new edition does not wholly live  up to the  editor’s  promise to include the
findings of ‘subsequent research’. Kingsford’s assumption (in somewhat
contradictory terms) that  well-to-do women usually wrote  their own letters but

spelt  far worse than men was common at his time but it has long been showh  that
women  like  the  Paston  ladies and Jane Stonor employed male clerks whenever

possible.  (The  ‘atrocious’ spelling in a single one out of J  ane’s three  or four letters
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does  not, therefore, suggest  a  foreign upbringing, as Kingsford imagined). It is now

known that Thomas Betson  did not die ‘in the spring of  1486’ but  fell  early victim

to the sweating sickness, in September 1485. It was perhaps worth mentioning that
after her marriage to Sir William Stonor, Elizabeth, née Croke and widow of

Thomas  Rich, seems to  have  continued trading as a mercer under the name of

Elizabeth Rich. And since at Kingsford's time the operations of the wool  trade

were not properly understood it was  a  little unkind to reprint his convoluted and

wholly erroneous  attempt  to explain the  sale  bill in no.  223." Much  worse, in fact

scandalously, there is nowhere any mention in this volume  that  some more Stonor

letters turned up in the Public Record  Office  after  1924.  Surely they could  have

been identified from the published List of  ‘Ancient  Correspondence’ alias  ‘Special
Collections’ and transcripts or summafies provided.

To call the format of  this  volume ‘user unfriendly’ would be an
understatement. It has  been  cobbled up from  a  mixture of the original prints of

1919 and  1924  along with (an admirable) new introduction by Christine Carpenter
to precede Kingsford’s one of 1919, a  series of additional notes by Carpenter and

an incomplete list of further materials in the P.R.O. Despite occasional reference to
it, Kingsford’s  1919  glossary has been dropped. His two separate indexes
(respectively to the two volumes of 1919 and to the additional documents of  1924)

remain, in two different places and now separated from the  texts  to which they

refer. Indeed, some material from the  1919 volumes  now appears well after its
index. There is one index entry for  a  name occurring on  a  (now) non-existent page.

Entn'es in  both  indexes refer to the original pages, not to document number or the

new, re-arranged pages. Carpenter’s own introduction and notes are not indexed at

all. Since her notes are not cross-referenced to the document concerned the reader

who wishes to refer  back  must strain eyes and patience in  a  search for italicised

note-numbers inserted in the  text, while bearing in mind  that  notes are in six self-

numbered series — one of which relates to documents  from  volume one, another to
documents formerly in volume two of the two-volume  1919  edition. (A third

series, of course, belongs with the small number of documents printed in  1924  and
includes notes to  Kingsford’s notes). Page  references in the notes  also  relate to the

pagination of Kingsford’s original edition. ‘See below' usually, though not always,
means  ‘see  above’. If all this sounds confusing, Hy using the volume for serious
study! It would seem  that  Dr Carpenter herself was not to blame for the muddles.

Internal evidence suggests that at one  stage  she meant her notes to be printed

alongside the documents to which they relate.  Perhaps Kingsford’s glossary was to
be kept. Perhaps (since she writes on p. 506 of having made  an ‘insertion’ in no.
76) the  text  was to be reset and included emendations. Evidently a  change  of plan
occurred.
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But wait! There is more and worse to  this  story! In no. 331 — Simon

Stallworth’s famous letter, dated 21 June 1483  —  the sentence about Forster now

reads ‘he is in bold and  meue  fer hys  lyke’.  Kingsford printed, and the manuscript

clearly reads, ‘hys  lyffe’. Why the unexplained alteration?  I  deduce  that  it is one of

a  piece with other  peculiarities  in this reissue, such as digits mispxinted or omitted

in some document numbers (e.g. 118 for  128, S4 for 154), 1476  misprinted as  1416

(no. 173), and other obvious  literals, like  ‘ffeylhffull’ (no.  212, along with  missing

characters elsewhere on the page); ‘Corlt’ for  ‘Court’ in the headnote to no.  266;
‘Ylease’ for  ‘Please’ (1.  2  of no.  272), ‘wamyng’ for  ‘warning’ in no. 350 and ‘I

amutterly shamyd’ in no. 354, last line.  A footnote  belonging to the previous page

has got itself  above the running title  on p. 265 — p.  9  of the original vol.  2  of  1919.
In  that volume  as issued, however, the footnote appears where it belongs. Nor do

the other errors  just  listed occur, although Inotice  that  in the headnote to no. 137

the new  1996 text  corrects the ‘daughetrs’ of  1919.  The most obvious explanation

is  that  when  Kingsford’s texts  were photographically reproduced for the  1996  re-

issue, some of the  uncorrected  page-proofs from  1919  and  1924  were  employed.

Apparently in no. 141 l.  2  the proof read  ‘bave’ for  ‘have’.  In the  1919  issue  h  is

detectably a  printer’s  last-minute substitution. So new errors have now been added

to  Kingsford’s  original ones. Really, the noble Syndics of Cambridge University

Press  (and, it seems, the Royal Historical Society) should be thoroughly ashamed

of themselves. The saddest  thought  it  that there  may now be no market for an

improved edition."
The  most  famous Stonor letter, Thomas  Betson’s affectionate and playful one

to Katherine Rich (then aged  about  eleven) is accessible in modern spelling in

Eileen  Power’s  Medieval  People  (1924). (But at the end the clock struck noon, not

‘nine’, and  Betson, ignored by Kingsford, carefully punctuated to indicate  a  rising

scale  of angry shouts in  ‘Come  down!  Come  down! To dinner! At once! !’).  Among

other delightful things in the Stonor collection, we have Jane  Stonor’s  expressed

annoyance with her husband  Thomas  in no.  106:  she  can’t  make out from his letter

what  Thomas  has  told  Lord Morley, ‘I suppose your mind was upon some other

matters when  that  ye wrote  it’.  Her daughter-in—law Elizabeth Stonor twice writes  a
postscript  in her own  hand that  gives  a  rare glimpse of marital intimacies. To no.

175 she adds, ‘My own  good heart, I see well ye remember the putting-out out of

the bed when ye and  I  lay last together’, and to no. 180, ‘My good  cousin, Iam

crazed [disordered] in my “baket”, ye know what Imean.’ The  ‘baket’ that  has

puzzled commentators is either  a  spelling of  ‘bucket’ or  a  small ‘back' (cf. French

baquet), a  wooden trough. The connotations may be either  alimentary or, perhaps

more probably, sexual.

No room here to describe  Thomas  Mull’s amusing schemes to kindle  a  lady’s
love towards William Stonor (it had to he  love, the Stonors wouldn't offer enough
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hard cash). And  there  is the furious letter from John Lord Strange in which he tells

Stonor ‘I will not be overmastered with none of my fee’d  men . . . Idare better
displease you than ye  me’.  But I  shall  conclude by offering part of one letter
unrecorded by Dr Carpenter, and  a  summarised and  partly reconstructed version

from another, damaged, one. Perhaps it was during the widespread epidemic of  late
1478 to December  1479, in which Thomas Betson  fell  seriously ill in September
1479, that  the priest Roger Makney wrote from Ewelme, reporting that  an infection
was reigning there. In ['2 the present Lent]en season  they have had one corpse and

three people who fell sick but recovered again. [? Between] the changing of this
moon and Christmas, when he last wrote, seven have died and eight more were
sick but survived. ‘What [?will be mo]re, we know  not’.

On quite  a  different note  from  Makney’s budget of illness, Giles Wellesbome
wrote to Sir William Stonor about the failure of his mission to get  a  woman away
from  Stonor’s  sister, Mary Barantyne.  She was wanted by, perhaps, Mary’s.
mother-in-law, Lady Boteler.

I  have  spoken  with my mistress  your sister and she will not let her depart,
for if she did she saith  that  she shall never eat  good  bread again. And

therefore I left her  there.  How be it, sir, my mistress said that ye were an
unkind brother to her, for she  hath  no  other  comfort but her. But we could
not come in to her, for no  mean that  we could make. And  that  woman
railed on my lady unsittingly [improperly], for her to be supported so

nigh  you [i.e. to  receive  such  close support from  you.] And  that  all my
fellows can say! If ye will  that I shall  not eschew the displeasure of my
mistress your sister, I will  have [the  woman] and put her where ye will
assign me  [hole  in MS . . .] as  I  will never see you again.

NOTES  AND  REFERENCES

1.  “Amanda  Cmss' (Prof.  Carolyn Heilbrun),  Death  in  a Tenured Position,  New  York  [981. p. 44.

2.  Rous  wrote that  at  Richard's  birth  Scorpio  was on the  Ascendant:  cuius nativimte Scorpio era!
ascendens,  which relates  to the  time  of day —  mid-moming.

3.  That  is  like  saying that  someone  born  on 11  February is  a  March baby,  on the  grounds that March begins
to  replace  February on 14  February.  The  text  says  in  reality that  the  last third ('third face') of  Libra
covered  (at the  date  of  composition) 5  m  14  Ocmber.  The :ex‘ and  unascribed comments  are in AJ.
Pollard,  Richard  III and the  Princes  in the  Tower,  Gloucester  and New  York  1991, pp. 25-26.  When
Rous ascribed  Richard's  birth  to the  Feast  of the  Eleven Thousand  Virgins, which  was  normally observed
on 21  October,  can he  have  confused  date  of  birth with date  of  death?  It  seems  that  in  some  university
calendars  the  feast  of St  Ursula  and her  companions  was  allotted  to 22  August  — see C.R.  Cheney ed..
Handbook  of Dates  for  Students  of English  History,  Royal Historical  Society 1978  [and subsequently],
pp. 42. 62.

4. For  which  see R.W.  Burchfield ed..  The New  Fowler's  Modern English Usage,  Oxford  1966,  under
‘Had'.

5.  Warrant under  the  privy seal  to the  chancellor,  29  July 1483: Public Record  Office C81/1392/l.
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Les! [be accused of inventing the potatoes of  1415.  they appear in  A.R.  Myers  ed..  English Historical

Documents,  vol.  4  (1969).  no.  701.

Christine  Carpenter  ed.,  Kingsfard’s Stonar  Letters  and  Papers,  1290-1483.  Cambridge 1996, See also

the  review  by Harry Cobb  in The  Ricardian, vol.  11 no. 140 (1998), pp. 252-53.

The idea that the family papers  were  confiscated  at that  time  was always improbable and is no longer

accepted.  Would  that  (more ‘past unreality') we did  have  the  papers  of attainted  rebels!

Although the relevant  portion  is  dated  1923 on its  title  page.

Kingsford's  supposed  instance of  ‘dayrove' got.  however, into the  Middle English Dictionary under  Dai.

There are 12  such small errors in the  9  lines of no.  158.

Page  numbers  in bold  type  and round  brackets refer  to the new  consecutive  numbering of the 1966

edition.

Howlake's  arithmetic  was  correct.  Kingsford did not know that  there were  90 not 52  cloves  to  a  sack at

Calais. But in no. 264 roman numerals have been  wildly miscopied.

To do  some  slight  justice  to the 1996  reissue.  its whiter  paper  and  denser  and somewhat enlarged print

make  Kingsford's  (ext  far  easier  on the  eyes  than it  used  to be.


